Erosion Control Log Check Dam

Log Placed at Back of Curb

Log Placed at Edge of Right-of-Way

Notes:
1. Daily inspection shall be made by the contractor and silt accumulation must be removed when depth reaches 6".
2. Contractor shall monitor the performance of logs during rainfall event for proper performance.
3. Logs shall consist of 100% biodegradable, photodegradable or recyclable containment mesh stuffed with filter material.
4. Stuff logs with sufficient filter material to achieve density that will hold shape without excessive deformation. Filter material shall consist of mulch, aspen excelsior wood fibers, chipped site vegetation, coconut fibers, 100% recyclable fibers, or any other acceptable material excluding straw and hay.
5. Stakes shall be 2" x 2" wood, 4' long, embedded such that 2" protrudes above log, or as directed.
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The Architect/Engineer Assumes Responsibility for the Appropriate Use of This Detail (Not to Scale)